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INR Weakens as EM Exodus Continues 
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Budget deficit and current account deficit, which makes it reliant on foreign 
capital to meet its spending commitments. 

 There is spillover effect of currency crisis going on in Emerging Markets like 
Turkey, Argentina, Brazil, South Africa, Russia, etc. 

 Next Technical level, USDINR can touch is 72.55 in September 

 The root 
Cause of the 
Rupee's 
weakness is 
the 
perception 
that its 
economy is 
vulnerable 
due to a 
twin deficit, 
that is a 



Emerging Market Risk Rises Following 
Turkish Lira, Argentina peso collapse 
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The Battle of Higher Returns and Higher Risk 
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 Emerging markets, in part due to their higher interest rates, offer investors 
the prospect of high returns should they be willing to accept elevated 
risks.  

 In contrast to the ‘developing’ world, many of the developed economies 
still maintain record low interest rates, attempting to spur or maintain their 
current levels of economic growth.  



Early Indicators Show China's Economy 
Weakening Again in August 
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 The data suggest the economy 
weakened further as demand 
from trading partners lost 
steam, with the decline in stock 
prices reflecting worsening 
sentiment. 

 Amid rising fears about a trade 
war, policy makers have 
unveiled measures to boost 
infrastructure construction and 
credit to smaller firms, as well 
as tax cuts. Such measures will 
take time to actually have an 
effect so the slowdown will 
probably continue, we are 
looking at evidence of better 
sentiment in commodity 
markets. 



India's Growth Indicators Show Animal 
Spirits Very Much Alive 
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 India’s economy is shrugging off 
global trade wars, relying on 
domestic consumption to stay on 
course to becoming the fastest-
growing major economy this year.  

 Demand for bank loans remained 
solid going into the July quarter 
despite rising interest rates, and 
so was the case with services and 
manufactured goods, a cross-
section of forward-looking 
indicators . 

 Other risks loom in the form of 
higher oil prices, tightening global 
financial conditions and a 
shortfall in taxes that can put 
budget targets out of reach.  



World Central Bank Rates 
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Global Economic calendar – August 2018 
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(All timings in IST) 



Outlook on Precious Metals 
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Precious Metals Review of August 

 The dollar continues to attract capital flows as stress continues to 
increase in some emerging markets. Global consequences to trade 
with the impending $200 billion in Chinese tariffs due to take effect 
this Thursday have pushed capital into the perceived safe haven of 
dollar-denominated assets. Gold dropped on dollar strength and both 
silver and the PGMs have been hit, not only by gold’s weakness, but 
also with the perception that slowing international trade will diminish 
demand for the industrial metals complex. Should the tariff deadline 
with China be mitigated before Thursday, we would expect a significant 
bounce in the latter group.  

 Gold hasn't held at more than 10% below its 52-week average since 
the 2013 bear market -- it's getting close. The primary diversifier has 
had little to diversify against in dollar terms, with the strengthening 
greenback and rallying stock market. Indications are that the precious 
metal's decline has little room to go, absent a combination of 
sustained dollar or stock-market strength. December 2016 was the last 
time gold stayed more than the current 8% below its 52-week mean . 
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Funds hold record net short in Gold,  
Short covering coming? 
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 Hedge funds have NEVER been more ‘net short’ gold.  Hedge funds are 
often referred to as the 'dumb money'.  The last time these funds were 
somewhat short (compared to today), was in December 2015 - see 
chart).  That was when gold moved from $1050 to $1375.  Is history about 
to repeat? 



Hedge Funds have never been more net short Silver 
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 Hedge funds have shorted silver at an all-time high number.  When too 
many passengers in a boat are seated on one side, there is danger of the 
boat tipping over.  Watch what happens to the price of silver when these 
short positions are covered.  



Gold’s Ratio to Silver Hits Its Highest Level Since 2008 
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 Silver’s 16 percent slump this year, almost double the loss for gold, has 
taken it to the cheapest level versus the yellow metal since 2008. A strong 
dollar and rising U.S. interest rates have curbed the appeal of non-interest 
bearing assets such as precious metals and worries over industrial demand 
because of trade disputes and emerging-market turmoil have added to 
pressure on silver. 



September historically has been the most lucrative 
month to own gold 
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 To the extent the future will be like the past, therefore, September may 
finally bring some good news to long-beleaguered gold bugs. 



Precious Metals Pre-review for September 

 Gold prices are down and hit a nearly 1.5-year low as they fell 
below key chart support at $1,200.00. Silver futures prices dropped 
to a more-than-two-year low overnight. A surging U.S. dollar index 
is trumping currency market turmoil to drive the precious metals 
markets lower.  

 "If the history of compressed gold prices is a guide, the dollar 
should be peaking, with the potential for higher gold prices far 
outweighing downside risks. It's been about two decades since gold 
sustained a narrower 24-month range 

 And while a stronger dollar and U.S. economic growth are hurting 
bullion's appeal, concerns that Turkey's financial crisis could spread 
may give the metal a reversal of fate. "Gold's short-cover risks are 
elevated. The setup, with prices near key support and near-record-
short net positions, is a recipe for a sharp rally and potential longer-
term bottom 
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Outlook on Energy 
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Crude Oil Review of August 
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 The U.S. crude benchmark posted a 1.5 percent gain in August and 
Brent also rose as investors focused on the impact Iranian sanctions 
are having on global crude markets. 

 Mounting supply disruption concerns from additional US sanctions 
on Iran (OPEC’s no. 3 oil exporter) in November, targeting its oil 
sector, continue to buoy the sentiment around the black gold. 

 Latest market reports suggest that the U.S. sanctions on Iran forced 
the output of the country to decline by 150K barrels per day in 
August to provide a boost to crude oil prices. 

 After ramping up the production by 250K barrels per day in June 
and July, Russia has kept the output level steady in August and was 
likely to do so again in September. 

 The OPEC's total output in August on a monthly basis reached its 
highest level of the year to cap the gains of oil. 



Brent Showing Polarity Near $71/bbl As New 
Floor That Was A Ceiling 
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 Brent has risen nearly 11% off the monthly low, and the technical pattern 
on the short-term seems to show that we've moved from a corrective 
pattern that lasted from May to April, and we're now starting an 
impulsive move that could target the 2018 high of $80.49/bbl, and as high 
as $90/bbl in Q4, which aligns with the 2012 low and the 61.8% 
retracement of the 2012-2016 range. 



Crude Oil Preview of September 
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 Production stood at 10.674 million barrels per day, dispelling fears that 
U.S. shale output was grinding to a halt because of pipeline problems. 
Midstream bottlenecks are an obstacle to the Permian, but so far there 
is inconclusive evidence that the industry is suffering from a slowdown 

 Despite rhetoric from Donald Trump that could disrupt global trade, 
and thus demand, the picture for price support looks to be firm for 
crude oil. Crude rose as much as 3% in last week and surpassed the 
$70/bbl market for WTI surpassing the late July lower-high. 

 The Strait of Hormuz becomes global tipping point as Iran has said they 
will halt Middle East oil exports if it's not allowed to ship its crude 
through the Strait of Hormuz. 

 Oil markets are set to become much tighter in the next couple of 
months, and more and more analysts are now expecting a major oil 
price rally in November as a direct result of sanctions on Iran. 

 

 



Outlook on Base Metals 
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 Base metals continue to be under pressure over the last couple of days, 
but prices have been supportive backed by a weaker Rupee.  

 MCX Aluminium prices boosted during last trading week of August month, 
as strike at Alcoa Corporations impacted the exports of aluminium to the 
international markets thus bringing in strong support for the rise in 
Shangai aluminium. Despite rising pressures on aluminium prices, China 
has exported huge volumes of alumina for a second time this year. 

 During last trading week of Aug’18 month, after making a two week high 
MCX copper slid down amidst the concerns for softer demand from China 
and a recovery of dollar from four week low. In one of the latest reports 
ICSG view of increase in output of refined copper for the year 2018 will 
increase the supplies currently despite the fact that the global mine 
production was low by 1.7% in 2017. almost 74,000 tonnes of refined 
copper was supplied in the month of May bringing the deficit down to 
31,000 tonnes compared to April.  
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Base-Metals Review of August 



 Beijing is urging more infrastructure spending as the economy faces both 
domestic and external risks, such as U.S. tariffs. But the benefits will take time to 
kick in, with markets expecting the economy to get worse before it gets better.  

 Overall Copper prices have recovered from a recent rout, but the possibility of 
the trade dispute between Washington and Beijing escalating and its potential 
to crimp demand in China, is expected to cap gains.  

 Rangebound session remained in Nickel commodity during last two weeks due 
to mix fundamental cues. On the other side Beijing is urging more infrastructure 
spending as the economy faces both domestic and external risks, such as U.S. 
tariffs. But the benefits will take time to kick in, with markets expecting the 
economy to get worse before it gets better.  

 U.S Commerce Department is of the view for imposing duties on certain steel 
imports made from China, bringing support for the rise in zinc prices, while 
lowered LME stockpiles after 15Agu’18 period MCX Zinc had given bounced 
from its 52W lower levels. Moreover, hopes of progress on trade talks between 
Washington and Beijing faded. Still, the discussions could set a framework for 
further negotiations as each country prepares to hit the other with new tariffs 
on Thursday in a deepening dispute over China's economic policies.   
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Base-Metals Review of August 



for an escalating U.S.-China trade dispute. Meanwhile, lead prices gets support from the British 
Columbia whose operational activities stand suspended for a short time due to wildfires at the 
facility. However at global front the meeting of the officials last week ended with no major 
breakouts as their trade war escalated with activation of another round of dueling tariffs on each 
country's goods. Overall Aluminium & Zinc prices may remain benefited in near term.  
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Trade talks tactics ‘tit for tat’, kept limited upside in 
basemetals 

  Base metals after a brief 
pullback lost some 
ground, as the trade war 
between the US and 
China clouded the 
demand-outlook for 
industrial metals. As long 
as trade tensions drag 
on, the market will 
remain concerned about 
its impact on global 
demand.  

 Metal traders have 
exercised caution with 
no resolution in sight  

ALUMINIUM 

ZINC 



 Copper Transfixed by Currency Swings With Record 
Link to Yuan 
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 Fears that Turkey’s economic crisis will spread to other emerging markets 
triggered a sell-off, bringing an end to an almost two-year bull-run for 
copper. The metal’s correlation to the yuan hit record levels, underlining 
the vital role played by China’s currency -- and its powerhouse industrial 
base -- in the outlook for all base metals. 



 Copper: 

 MCX Copper prices moved volatile during last trading week of Aug’18, due 
to mix global cues related to supply and demand. However, at global front 
Indonesia may extend a special mining permit for PT Freeport Indonesia for 
another month to September, thus brings supplies of copper as per  Energy 
and Mineral Resources Minister Ignasius Jonan. China copper import 
premiums are currently at $86 per tonne, their highest since October 2016. 
We expect if Copper prices cross above 420, which is short term resistance 
level than it may test upside till 433-435 region.   

 Aluminium:  

 MCX Aluminium prices are expected to go high with Northern Chinese 
Smelters including Shandong Province planned to cut their winter 
production output by 30%, China and the United States will hold lower-level 
trade talks this month. We keep our view neutral to bullish with upside 
potential targets around 155.50-157.00 region.  
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Base metals Preview for September 



 Nickel: 

 Nickel prices had moved in rangebound session since last few trading 
sessions. However, opening the buying window for battery manufacturers 
who en-cash the lower prices to pile up their stocks. Contemporary 
Amperex Technology Ltd plans to begin producing in 2019 next-generation 
nickel-rich batteries, which are cheaper to make, have longer life spans, and 
cut the need for cobalt. We keep our view neutral to bearish on Nickel 
commodity for the upcoming trading session due to weak technical 
structure. We expect MCX Nickel prices may fall till 915-900 region in 
upcoming trading session. 

 Lead: 

 LME Lead prices received some bottom buying since last few trading 
sessions, atfer ILZSG data released global refined lead metal's supply fell 
short by 39kt compared to demand during H1, 2018. Also, total reported 
stock levels decreased by 41kt. Due to mix fundamental and technical cues 
we keep our view ‘avoid’ for short term. We expect Lead prices may fall till 
147-145 region. On the upside 151-153 region may act as resistance zone.  
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Base metals Preview for September 



 Zinc: 

 In one the past data the ILZSG provisional data indicates that during 
the (H1) of 2018, global market for refined zinc metal was in deficit by 
17kt and the total reported inventories increased by 77kt during the 
same period. While in one of the recent talks Trump administration 
reported it may impose the 25% tariffs on Chinese imports by 
September 5th on $200 billion worth goods. It may keep some limited 
upside potential for Zinc, but overall trend may remain  moderate 
bullish mode.  
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Base metals Preview for September 



Outlook on Agri Commodities 
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News and Updates 
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 In its latest weather update, the IMD said that there was possibility of development of weak El 
Nino conditions in the last part of the four-month monsoon season, which began from June. 

 Overall, the monsoon till August 30 has been 6 per cent less than normal, with several districts of 
north interior Karnataka, Rayalaseema, Bihar, Jharkhand, Saurashtra and Kutch staring at a 
shortfall. 

 India's Soybean output may rise 20% in 2018-19: SEA. 

 Indonesia keeps Palm Oil export tax at zero for September. 

 India's Palm Oil imports may fall to six-year low in 2017-18: SEA 

 India 2018-19 Kharif sowing until Aug 24 at 99.56 mln hect, down 1.28% on year. 

 SEA urges to restrain Edible Oil imports from SAFTA nations. 

 NAFED sells 1,200 ton Mustard Seed with 37% oil content in Rajasthan: Report.  

 NAFED sells 1,620 ton Mustard at Rs 4,011/quintal in Haryana. 

 Centre tells NAFED, FCI to buy Green gram in Karnataka at MSP. 

 FCI seeks nod to shift 800,000 ton-1 mln ton Wheat in warehouses. 

 India's 2017-18 food grains hits record at 284.83 mln tons: Government. 

 Rubber production severely affected by heavy rains in Kerala. 

 Govt extends Sugar export deadline by 3 months. 

 The Maharashtra government has decided to lease the sick sugar units in a bid to revive them and 
strengthen the sector.   

 India's April-July Rice exports rise to 4.15 MT: APEDA 

 

 

 

 

 



Fundamental Outlook and View on Cotton 
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 Cotton futures traded with bearish sentiments in the month of August tracking bearish global 
prices and downside in ICE Cotton futures. 

 USDA in its August month monthly Demand-supply report gave negative outlook on Cotton which 
raised the concerns. 

 Lower rainfall in some part of Gujarat affected the sowing progress. As per some reports, Cotton 
season in Gujarat may get delayed by one month. 

 Pink bollworm again attacks Cotton crop in Maharashtra which raised concerns, Cotton crop in 
700 Maharashtra villages hit by pink bollworm – Reports. 

 India's Cotton exports may fall to 7 mn bales in 2018-19: CAI. 

 Cotton output may decline 3-4% this season: CAI. 

 USDA forecast decrease in Indian Cotton acreage for MY2018/19. 

 Maharashtra government directs seed companies to pay Rs 210 crore to Cotton farmers. 

 Over all fundamentals of Cotton looks firm and we expect prices to resume with its northward 
journey in the month of  September. 

 Prices likely to get support from on going US Vs China trade war, lower rainfall in growing areas 
and lower sowing numbers. 

 We expect Cotton MCX (Oct) futures to test the resistance of Rs.23500-23870/bales while strong 
support for the prices seen at Rs.22200/bales levels.  

 We advise traders to accumulate their longs on every dips as prices likely to remain firm in the 
month of September. 

 

 

 

 

 



Outlook on Castor 
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 Above mentioned, Castor NCDEX (Oct) monthly chart, Indicates that prices are witnessing good 
recovery from last few months and currently in uptrend. 

 It is likely to extend its upside and test resistance of upper range. i.e. (Rs.5190/quintal). 
Rs.5190/quintal is very crucial level for prices as it has witnessed resistance multiple times from 
that level. 

 Sowing activities is complete in 3.59 lakh hec, lower by 24% Y/Y; among top four growing states. 

 Firm US Dollar prices against Indian Rupee also provides support to the prices. 

 In the spot market, gearing up in demand for soap, paint and lubricant industries amid a pause in 
supplies likely to push prices northwards. 

 Over all trend is still looking bullish and we advise positional traders to accumulate their longs on 
every dips. Traders can accumulate their longs between Rs.4600/quintal to Rs.4500/quintal range. 
Strong support for prices seen at Rs.4400/quintal levels.  

 

Castor (Oct) Monthly 



Outlook on Turmeric 
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 Above mentioned, Turmeric NCDEX (Oct) weekly chart, Indicates that prices are witnessing selling 
pressure  and currently heading towards its crucial support zone i.e. Rs.6394/quintal levels. 

 It is trading in the range of Rs.6394-7870/quintal levels from July,2017 onwards. 

 Prime reason for the down side is better sowing numbers. In this year, Turmeric growing areas 
witnessed good rainfall which boosted the sowing activities. 

 During the first 28 days of August, arrivals of Turmeric have been higher at 14,941 t (Vs 12,983 t) 
compared last year, as per Agmarknet data.  

 Export demand for Turmeric in the month of August is also dull which is also a negative factor for 
the prices. 

 Looking at the current technical structure, we expect  prices to test  support of Rs.6394/quintal 
level in the  month of Sep. 

 Lower levels demand from Masala companies may provide support to the prices at lower levels. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Turmeric (Oct) Weekly 



Outlook on Soybean 
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 Above mentioned, Soybean NCDEX (Oct) monthly chart, Indicates that prices are currently in 
downtrend. 

 It is likely to extend its downside and test support of Rs.3050/quintal level. Over all trend is still 
looking bearish and we advise positional traders to sell on rise near resistance zone. 

 Surplus sowing numbers are currently pressurizing the prices. The area under soybean in the 
country up 6% at 11.13 lakh ha as of last week compared to last year sowing, according to data 
released by the farm ministry.  

 There are expectations for a record U.S. Soy harvest and concern about demand prospects.  

 We expect prices to face resistance tracking bearish global cues and seasonality impact.   

 Strong resistance for the prices is seen at Rs.3450/quintal levels. We advise short term traders to 
accumulate their shorts on every rise. We expect prices to recover marginally from current levels  
due to short covering but any major upside in the prices is not expected. 

Soybean (Oct) monthly 
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